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Based on the phenomenal bestseller The Action Bible, The Action Bible Study Bible ESV is a
groundbreaking study Bible that helps preteens understand and connect with the timeless truth
of God's Word.
The Bible is the most widely read book in the western world. Now people of all ages can
embrace and understand the key stories and teachings with this beautifully illustrated edition
aimed at children aged 9+. More than 130 stories are retold with chapter references, providing
a valuable resource for Bible studies. Each one is supported with extra information, such as
definitions of terms, life in Biblical times for context, artifacts, maps, and quotations. Short
passages at the end of each story explain the meaning and significance of the Bible text,
enhancing a child's learning. With charming illustrations, clear layout, and engaging style, this
appealing ebook is a lovely keepsake for a key event in a child's religious life--one that they will
want to read and treasure.
Kids know the Bible is important: after all, it contains God s message of love for them, all other
people, and the universe he created. But where does a young person begin studying what s
between the covers of this big book? What kind of things will help a child get the most out of
the history, stories, and teachings it contains? This special edition will encourage readers aged
8 12 to begin the adven-ture of life-long Bible study. It contains the complete Old and New
Testa-ments of the renowned King James Version, plus a wealth of extra features that will
deepen their understanding of the Word of God. Presentation page for personalizing the Bible
as a gift Clear, 9-point type Words of Christ in red letter 16 full color charts and illustrations
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Book introductions Hide It In Your Heart in-text memory verses Bible People You Should Know
in-text cameos of important personalities The Passion in Parallel and Prophecy Parables and
Miracles of the Bible Dictionary/concordance 8-page full color map section "
A beautifully illustrated children's Bible for families to enjoy together. This collection of
influential and inspiring stories from the Old and New Testaments helps children learn and
interpret the messages and meanings of the Bible. Major events, including the Creation, the
Nativity, and the Resurrection, are covered in depth and detail. The classic stories are retold in
simple, accessible language for children, while beautiful illustrations bring the words to life. The
book also introduces younger readers to sacred sites of religious significance, from the peak of
Mount Sinai to the shores of the Sea of Galilee. Colorful photographs and illustrations of key
people and places, together with geographical maps of locations in the Bible, provide fresh
insight and aid understanding. Important quotations from the King James Bible are included
with useful references to chapter and verse. This family favorite is a perfect gift for children and
a continuing source of learning to return to time and time again.
Available in Brown Simulated Leather. The popular Illustrated Study Bible for Kids presents a
fresh, colorful, and exciting approach to Bible study, unlike any other. Loaded with full-color
maps, charts, reconstructions, and study helps, this edition brings the Bible alive in a way that
will motivate, inspire, and equip children to better understand God's Word. The lessons they
learn from this Bible will help them discover new ways to apply the Scriptures in their daily walk
with the Lord. Features: 44 full-color pages 4-color presentation page Loaded with special
study helps (the ABC's of Becoming a Christian, How to Study the Bible, What is a quiet time
and many more) Bible dictionary for kids Topical concordance for kids Large, easy-to-read type
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Words of Jesus in red Two-column text setting Translation footnotes and exclusive Holman
CSB bullet notes Also available in Pink Simulated Leather (9781586404734) and Hardcover
(9781586401054).
An illustrated retelling of the stories from the Book of Mormon.
Kids know the Bible is important: after all, it contains God's message of love for them, all other
people, and the universe he created. But where does a young person begin studying what's
between the covers of this big book? What kind of things will help a child get the most out of
the history, stories, and teachings it contains? This special edition will encourage readers aged
8-12 to begin the adven¬ture of life-long Bible study. It contains the complete Old and New
Testa¬ments of the renowned King James Version, plus a wealth of extra features that will
deepen their understanding of the Word of God. - Presentation page for personalizing the Bible
as a gift - Clear, 9-point type - Words of Christ in red letter - 16 full color charts and illustrations
- Book introductions - Hide It In Your Heart--in-text memory verses - Bible People You Should
Know in-text cameos of important personalities - The Passion in Parallel and Prophecy Parables and Miracles of the Bible - Dictionary/concordance - 8-page full color map section
A new addition to the I Can Read brand, the I Can Read My Illustrated Bible teaches children
about the Bible while helping them grow more confident in their own reading skills as they build
their vocabulary. This Level 1 storybook Bible for early readers presents over 30 classic Bible
stories that children can read all by themselves. Stories include Noah’s Ark, David and
Goliath, Miriam and baby Moses, Queen Esther, the Birth of Jesus, Jesus Walks on Water,
and many more from the Old and New Testaments. With charming illustrations and simple,
easy-to-understand language, I Can Read My Illustrated Bible will help children develop a
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lifelong habit of making faith their own by spending quality time with God. I Can Read My
Illustrated Bible: Is part of the I Can Read! Brand—the premier line of books for beginning
readers Is a trusted tool to assist in developing biblical literacy among young readers Helps
children develop a lifelong habit of spending quality time with God and his Word
Open the pages of this King James Version Bible for kids, and you will experience a great
adventure … exploring and discovering the treasure in God's Word.
Provides Old and New Testament text, accompanied by maps, charts, reconstructions, and
study helps that will motivate, inspire, and equip young readers.
This is the premier New King James Version study Bible for children. It is targeted for kids 8 to
12, and it's in full color! Not only is this Bible for study of biblical facts and themes, it also
includes articles that are topical and applicable to a child's daily life.
The world's most powerful Bible software brings you the most visually striking new study Bible!
From the makers of Logos Bible Software, the NKJV Faithlife Illustrated Study Bible's striking
illustrations and comprehensive verse-by-verse insights will serve as a guide to help you
understand and apply God's Word. Features include: The full text of the New King James
Version (NKJV) translation In depth book introductions that include an outline and information
on authorship, background, structure, themes, and a map, a timeline, or both Verse-by-verse
study notes with the unique focus of revealing nuances from the original biblical languages for
modern readers Informative contributions by respected scholars and best-selling authors
including Charles Stanley, Randy Alcorn, and Ed Stetzer, among others Over 100 innovative
full color infographics, comprehensive timelines and informative tables to enrich Bible study
Three detailed life-of-Jesus event timelines chronicling his infancy and early ministry, the
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journey to Jerusalem, and the passion and resurrection 27 family trees and people diagrams
illustrate the interconnectedness of key characters in Scripture Helpful overview articles give a
bird's-eye view of the books of the Bible, noting the type of literature and key themes of each
book. 14 original color maps at the back of the Bible provide historical and geographical
context for key events of the Old and New Testaments 9-point font size
Presents an illustrated dictionary for children that features 750 entries for people, ideas,
events, places, plants, animals, foods, and items from the Bible.
The premier New King James Study Bible for children in the trusted NKJV translation. The
NKJV Study Bible for Kids is the premier study Bible for kids in the trustworthy New King
James Version. This Bible has been created and designed especially for you! Now studying
the Bible can be easy and fun. There are many themed articles placed within the Bible text to
help make it easier for you to read, understand, and learn about God’s Word. With over 800
features to inspire and teach, you will enjoy the informative full-color articles, and easy fan-tabs
to navigate through the pages. Features are integrated throughout the Bible text to prepare
kids to learn how to use a study Bible so that they can use study Bibles now and as adults. By
studying this Bible you can experience the big picture of the incredible Bible story, God’s love
for you, and how to use it in your daily life. NKJV Study Bible for Kids Features MORE THAN
800 features integrated throughout the Bible text. Complete text of the New King James
Version Book introductions: Introduction including, author, dates, key passages, highlights, and
more Spotlight: Show kids God’s big plan – how He worked in Bible times and how He works
today. Action!: Shows how kids today can relate to and understand many of the same issues
and emotions that Bible characters encountered Epic Ideas: Key articles that give kids
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information about must-know topics, and important themes to live the Christian life Starring
Roles: Biographies of key people in the Bible In Focus: meanings and definitions of Bible
names and terms On Location: Colorful maps to help find Bible locations and events Timelines:
Highlights both biblical and historical events Dictionary/Concordance: Helps kids navigate
through words and terms of the Bible Articles Index: a great study help and locator for articles
within the Bible text Quick reference: Fan tabs Giftable: Presentation page Fun: Colorful page
edges
The NIV Kids' Visual Study Bible brings the Bible alive for children with over 700 illustrations,
photographs, infographics, and maps.
Church: A Bible Study Wordbook for Kids is a great introduction for children on what church is
and why we go. Ideal as an aide to parents, Sunday school teachers, and children's ministry
directors, this book teaches children a number of lessons concerning church, such as: What a
church is What happens at church What it means to be a part of a church Who can join a
church How to join a church Designed especially for kids in grades 2–5, this wordbook's
activities include a crossword puzzle, maze, coloring page, and true and false questions. Also
illustrated are the activities at church and why they are important. Altogether, the lessons and
activities help children see that church is not the building that we meet in, but that it’s a
gathering of people who believe in Jesus. They will understand what it means to be a living
part of the Church that Jesus built. * This book is part of The Children’s Wordbook series, by
Richard Todd, and is most beneficial when used alongside the wordbooks, which cover
salvation, baptism, communion, giving, and church. They are great resources for parents and
teachers who want to teach children of these fundamental Christian doctrines.
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Understand the Holy Spirit like never before. Accompanied by dramatic, eye-catching
illustrations, the striking presentation of these 45 Old and New Testament Bible stories
are uniquely created to help kids understand God’s presence and power in their lives
through the Holy Spirit. The Spirit of God Illustrated Bible is truly one-of-a-kind, focusing
on Scripture passages that show how—from the glory of creation to the whisperings in
our lives today—the Holy Spirit has been active in the world since the beginning. Most
importantly, through this unique focus, children will grasp how the Holy Spirit has been
within each one them since they were born. Old and New Testament stories such as
Adam and Eve, Abraham, Joseph, the Baptism of Jesus, and Pentecost come alive
alongside dramatic illustrations by Fernando Juarez. This is a special storybook Bible
that will help children learn about and trust in the power of the Holy Spirit for life. The
Spirit of God Illustrated Bible: Presents 45 Bible stories—29 from the Old Testament and
16 from the New Testament—focusing on the presence and power of the Holy Spirit
Helps kids ages 4-8 learn more about the Holy Spirit and his presence throughout the
Bible and in their lives Includes beautiful and dramatic full-color illustrations throughout
Is a perfect birthday, Christmas, or First Communion gift for children and grandchildren
Is an ideal Bible storybook resource for Christian educators, librarians, Sunday school
teachers, and homeschoolers
This fully illustrated, information-packed study Bible provides fascinating insights into
the Scriptures and the world in which they were written. Featuring the clear and
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accurate CSB translation, this illustrated study Bible also calls attention to the personal
aspects of the biblical message, making biblical theology accessible and applicable to
everyone who seeks to get the most out of their study of God's Word. Special features
include - more than 1 million words of study notes by leading evangelical scholars - fullcolor illustrations, charts, maps, time lines, and photos - detailed book introductions that
provide an overview of each book's context, organization, and themes - comprehensive
section introductions - definitions of biblical words and insightful articles on key topics cross-references, an extensive concordance, and notes that unlock connections
between passages - easy-to-read single column Bible text - words of Christ in red With
this clear, innovative, and comprehensive illustrated study Bible, readers will gain new
depths of understanding, learn to effectively interpret the Bible, and discover how to
apply it to their lives.
Discover the life-changing power of Scripture with 100 of the best-loved Bible verses
that bring encouragement, direction, insight, and hope for your life. On each spread,
this beautiful little book features an inspiring scripture set in a beautiful design a short
devotional thought a prayer starter A budget-friendly and thoughtful gift for birthdays,
Mother’s Day, Grandparent’s Day, Galentine’s Day, or any celebration of a special
woman, this inspiring book will bring joy to anyone’s day, as well as add cheer to a
bookshelf display. Add a little truth, wisdom, comfort, and beauty to your day with 100
Favorite Bible Verses.
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Provides Old and New Testament text, using maps, charts, reconstructions, and study
helps that will motivate, inspire, and equip young readers.
2020 Christian Book Award winner! Written by VeggieTales® creator Phil Vischer, the
Minno Laugh and Grow Bible for Kids is more than a children's storybook Bible . . . it's a
deep, engaging, and whimsical gospel experience. The Minno Laugh and Grow Bible
for Kids guides readers ages 4 to 8 from Genesis to Revelation, retelling beloved Bible
stories AND tackling tricky questions like "What is sin?" Each story is vividly illustrated,
takes just five minutes to read, and includes a Family Connection section to encourage
family Bible study and help readers learn, talk, and pray together! PLUS, bonus content
connects the dots of each Bible story, making the Minno Laugh and Grow Bible for Kids
a family devotional Bible that provides a big picture, applicational view of the Biblical
narrative. Key Features: Written by VeggieTales® creator Phil Vischer Includes 52
beautifully-illustrated Bible stories from Genesis to Revelation Family Connection at the
end of each story makes this children's Bible perfect for family devotional time.
Features bonus content including maps, charts, and other tools not usually found in a
Bible for kids Clearly teaches kids ages 4 to 8 about God's love and the gospel
Previously published as the Laugh and Learn Bible for Kids.
The ESV Children's Bible is designed to help children ages 5–10 see Bible stories
come to life. Included with the complete ESV Bible text are more than 200 vibrant, fullcolor illustrations of Bible events and characters. Additional content includes a “Bible
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Study Helps” section designed for young children, complete with Bible charts, the plan
of salvation, tips for reading the Bible and learning to pray, key verses to memorize,
and a dictionary of Bible words. The ESV Children's Bible is a colorful Bible that kids
will love!
Acclaimed storyteller and Jewish scholar Ellen Frankel has masterfully tailored 53 Bible
stories that will both delight and educate today’s young readers. Using the 1985 JPS
translation (NJPS) of the Hebrew Bible as her foundation, Frankel retains much of the
Bible’s original wording and simple narrative style as she incorporates her own
exceptional storytelling technique, free of personal interpretation or commentary.
Included in the volume is an “Author’s Notebook,” in which Frankel shares with rabbis,
parents, and educators the challenges she faced in translating and adapting these
stories for children, such as how she deals with adult language in the original Bible text
and themes inappropriate for most young readers. With his enticing, full-page color
illustrations of each Bible story, award-winning artist Avi Katz ignites readers’
imaginations. His brush captures the vivid personalities and many dramatic moments in
this extraordinary collection.
The Gospel According to Mamma is a collection of twenty-one extraordinary lessons
the author learned from her charming and captivating mamma. These “mamma
teachings” are packed with sassy inspiration, practical insights and real-life anecdotes.
Leaving Georgia with her mamma late one September night when her daddy was en
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route to end their lives marked the beginning of a lifetime of instruction. How to maintain
faith in God and yourself, love the hell out of folks and be happy when there's no
obvious reason to be are just a few of the messages you'll find in this book. PRAISE
FOR THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MAMMA “Annette’s first book is a winner! She
picked the perfect subject – her irrepressibly joyous mother, who has given her
daughter important and inspiring words of wisdom to cherish. If you yearn to help your
daughter navigate life experiences with assurance and spunk, give her The Gospel
According to Mamma.” —Mary Jo Beebe, coauthor of Jesus’ Healings and New
Testament Healings “If only there were more mothers like Annette Bridges’ mamma:
always encouraging, always believing the best of her children, a ‘steel magnolia’
whose motherly advice is based on the Bible and common sense. Remembering events
in her own past, Annette gives us 21 valuable life lessons based on the wisdom of her
indefatigable Southern mamma.”–Renee Corley, former editor at UPI’s
religionandspirituality.com “Once you get to the end of reading about Mamma and her
wonderful lessons, you will walk away a little wiser. Annette puts life in perspective. She
lives a fulfilling life, just as her Mamma taught her. Whether to find your faith, believe in
your self or master the ability to see the good in others, Mamma lessons help you find
the positive. There is much to learn from these strong and inspiring women.”
—SingleMom.com “A look into the heart and soul of Annette Bridges. It could be
anyone’s story, but it couldn’t be told any better.” —Bob Belcher, Managing Editor,
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Corsicana Daily Sun “For anyone who has ever had a mother (and you know who you
are), synthesizing that experience can leave many of us speechless. It is ‘good news’
that Annette Bridges is at no loss for words. She liberally shares her mom’s gospel in
deep drafts of down-to-earth good sense and faith, liberally laced with Southern
humor.” —Susan J. Cobb, author of Virgin Territory: How I Found My Inner Guadalupe
“Irresistibly heartfelt. Perfect for all mothers and daughters, past, present and future!”
—Jennifer Bridges, author’s daughter and Ph.D. student “I have been hearing stories
about Nellie, Annette’s Mamma for the last 25 years. Annette makes you feel like you
are sitting down with her in her ranch house or on that beach she talks about going to
while she shares her Mamma with you from her perspective, with the insights she has
gained over her lifetime. I hope you enjoy getting to know Nellie and Annette, 2 Georgia
peaches transplanted to Texas. I love the way Annette brings the Bible into her daily life
and shares it with us so that we can feel the love of God that is so present today in her
life and illustrates how the Bible can show us how to go in ours. Way to go Girlfriend…
you finally did it! You wrote a book and it’s a winner! I can’t wait to share this with my
family and friends!” —Kathy Glover, friend to both Annette and her mamma

How can small readers build big faith? By using the study Bible made just for
kids. It’s perfect for young hearts who want to discover what the Bible is all
about—the people, places, and events it contains, what it teaches, and how to
obey it. The NIrV Kids’ Study Bible features the complete, revised New
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International Reader’s Version, an accurate, easy-to-read children’s translation
drawn from the best-selling New International Version. The short, simple words
and sentences make this translation ideal for beginning readers. But the NIrV
Kids’ Study Bible is more than easy reading. It offers introductions to the books
of the Bible, full-color artwork, “Life in New TestamentTimes” study feature,
“Look at This” notes that describe tools and objects of the Bible, “Think About
This” study questions, “Remember This” memory verses, and a Bible
dictionary—all in one attractive study Bible created especially for a grade three
reading level and up.
Illustrated Study Bible for Kids-HCSBHolman Bible Publishers
Based on Kay Arthur’s bestselling How to Study Your Bible (390,000 copies
sold), this easy–to–use Bible study combines a serious commitment to God’s
Word with fun illustrations, games, puzzles, and activities that reinforce biblical
truth. How to Study Your Bible for Kids introduces the basics of inductive Bible
study—observation, interpretation, and application—to children ages 9 to 12. As
they learn about the people in the Bible, the way things were done in biblical
times, the amazing miracles performed, and numerous terrific adventures found
in the Bible, young people will discover that God’s Word speaks to them right
where they’re at. They’ll come away from this study with a deeper
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understanding of God’s love and care for them.
The NKJV Word Study Bible provides 1,700 easy-to-use word studies, in-text
subheadings, select Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek words explained from Genesis
to Revelation helping you dig deeper into your Bible study.
The Action Bible presents more than 230 fast-paced narratives in chronological
order, making it easy to follow the Bible’s historical flow and building up to the
thrilling climax of God’s redemptive story. Plus, these spectacular updates take
the action to a whole new level: 25 new stories showcase a more extensive
exploration of God’s work in our lives. 23 expanded stories highlight additional
experiences of the people who tell God’s story. 128 new pages of illustrations
deliver a richer artistic experience with more close-up faces, historical details,
and dramatic colors. Every page sparks excitement to explore God’s Word and
know Him personally. Readers will witness God’s active presence in the world
through stories from the life of Jesus and great heroes of the faith. Let this blend
of powerful imagery and clear storytelling capture your imagination and instill the
truth that invites you to discover your own adventure of life with God. Sergio
Cariello’s illustrations for The Action Bible leap off the page with the same
thrilling energy that earned him international recognition for his work with Marvel
Comics and DC Comics.
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The best-selling HCSB Illustrated Study Bible for Kids featuring the complete
HCSB text and child-friendly study helps is updated with a bright new hardcover
and simulated leather designs.
The Clear Word lets the power of ancient texts come through today. As the
meaning of Scripture becomes more transparent, you see more of Gods grace.
His love shines through even in difficult Old Testament passages. The Clear
Word has renewed the devotional lives of thousands of people. Let it renew
yours. Now available in the popular two-column format with the text in
paragraphs.
Available in Hardcover. The popular Illustrated Study Bible for Kids presents a
fresh, colorful, and exciting approach to Bible study, unlike any other. Loaded
with full-color maps, charts, reconstructions, and study helps, this edition brings
the Bible alive in a way that will motivate, inspire, and equip children to better
understand God's Word. The lessons they learn from this Bible will help them
discover new ways to apply the Scriptures in their daily walk with the Lord.
Features: 44 full-color pages 4-color presentation page Loaded with special study
helps (the ABC's of Becoming a Christian, How to Study the Bible, What is a
quiet time and many more) Bible dictionary for kids Topical concordance for kids
Large, easy-to-read type Words of Jesus in red Two-column text setting
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Translation footnotes and exclusive Holman CSB bullet notes Also available in
Pink Simulated Leather (9781586404734) and Brown Simulated Leather
(9781586404727).
Help Your Child Explore the Wide World of the Bible Based on the bestselling
title, The Complete Illustrated Children's Bible (over 140,000 sold), comes this
amazing atlas that will help your child, age 8-12, learn more about the people,
places, and events they encounter when reading the Bible. Packed with
hundreds of colorful pictures, detailed maps, and fun facts, your child will gain a
greater understanding of God's Word and be better able to visualize what they
are reading, a key component in retaining the information they are studying.
Spark your child's interest in the Bible as they study maps, such as Jesus' life
Paul's Missionary Travels The Babylonian Empire Abraham's Journeys Moses
and the Exodus The Complete Illustrated Children's Bible Atlas is a fun and
creative way for your child to engage with God's Word and makes a great
companion to The Complete Illustrated Children's Bible.
Kids can discover God's Word for themselves while building a foundation of Bible
truths that will stay with them forever! This just-for-kids daily Bible provides the
perfect trio of engaging, easy-to-understand narrative; delightfully detailed
illustrations; and personal prayers that draw a child closer to the heart of God.
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Ideal for read-aloud time and fun for beginning readers, these 365 selections of
best-loved Bible stories teach good devotional habits from an early age. Young
readers will love looking at the pictures and experiencing favorite Bible stories at
their own level while planting the seeds of God's truth in their hearts. Kids will
learn directly from the Bible what God says about His creation, showing kindness
to others, trusting in the Lord, following God even when it's hard, being thankful
in all circumstances, hearing God's voice, and praising and worshiping their
heavenly Father.
The bestselling NIrV Study Bible for Kids starts early readers ages 6 to 10 on the
rewarding path of reading and studying God's Word. This Bible uses the
complete text of the New International Reader’s Version® (NIrV) which is written
at a third-grade reading level and is perfect for those learning to read. With
colorful artwork, easy-to-read Bible text, and fun features, kids will engage with
the Bible in a way that makes it stick. Features include: •Presentation page—for
personalization and gift giving •32 full-color pages—includes illustrations to bring
Bible characters and events to life plus helpful study information about the Ten
Commandments, how to become a Christian, prayer, and more. •Check It
Out—sketches and descriptions of what life was like in Bible times. •Brain
Game—questions to help kids remember important Bible themes. •Soak It up—key
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verses highlighted for kids to memorize. •Book Introductions—brief overviews of
each book with an outline of key events. •Dictionary—key Bible words for quick
reference. •Map section
Combine the best-selling Holman Illustrated Bible Dictionary with the HCSB.
Using over 1,000 color graphics, maps, photographs, reconstructions, and charts
to enliven the Bible world, this special Bible edition enlightens readers to the
contextual details
Ready for Adventure? Embark on a fun, exciting journey through God's Word
with the NIV Adventure Bible---now in full color throughout! Along the way you'll
meet all types of people, see all sorts of places, and learn all kinds of things
about the Bible. Most importantly you'll grow closer in your relationship with
God.Features include:Full color throughout – makes learning about the people,
places, and culture of the Bible even more engagingLife in Bible Times---Articles
and illustrations describe what life was like in ancient daysWords to
Treasure---Highlights great verses to memorizeDid You Know?---Interesting facts
help you understand God's Word and the life of faithPeople in Bible
Times---Articles offer close-up looks at amazing people of the BibleLive
It!---Hands-on activities help you apply biblical truths to your lifeTwenty special
pages---Focus on topics such as famous people of the Bible, highlights of the life
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of Jesus, how to pray, and the love passage for kids, all with a jungle safari
themeBook introductions with useful facts about each book of the
BibleDictionary/concordance for looking up tricky wordsColor map section to help
locate places in the BibleComplete text of the New International Version (NIV) of
the BibleRecommended by more Christian schools and churches than any other
Bible for kids!
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